
   

The Curchew team understands how to get you off the couch and on to social media.  Their 

passion and commitment to getting you through every step and making part of your daily 

routine is fantastic. 

Lorem Ipsum SAND HILL ROAD VC BECOMES 
“TRENDING SOURCE” 

CHALLENGE 
Like many senior executives, Ted had never posted to LinkedIn or sent a 
Tweet.  Although well-respected in the Valley, he sought to become a 
Thought Leader in emerging mobile technologies including Host Card 
Emulation (HCE) and Near Field Communications (NFC).  Staying on the 
cutting edge of the industry and having start-ups proactively seek him out is 
crucial as a Venture Capitalist. “There are only a handful of good 
opportunities, and everyone is going after the same ones.  You have to 
always be one step ahead of everyone else.”   

Ted needed high quality content that he could share via social media in 
order to become the industry recognized go-to person for HCE and NFC.  
As a result of working with Curchew, he now has high quality prospects and 
peers reaching out to him on LinkedIn and following him on Twitter:  “This 
has come through working with Curchew.  Nothing else has changed – 
people are finding me as a result of the content you have curated for me.” 

GOALS 
o Share insightful, on-brand social media content demonstrating Thought 

Leadership in specific areas  

o Attract and engage entrepreneurs, start-ups and industry influencers on 
Twitter and LinkedIn 

o Create opportunities for dialogue and interactivity via social media 

SERVICES PROVIDED 
o Curated timely, relevant content for highly technical, niche topics 

o Prepared thought provoking Twitter and LinkedIn headlines using 
network appropriate conventions including relevant hashtags and Twitter 
handles  

o Employed best practices to establish and amplify personal brand and 
Thought Leadership position 

o Provided “Curator’s insights” to inform and provide context for the 
recommended content  

o Facilitated interactivity with key colleagues and industry influencers 
including the ability to Retweet, Respond and Favorite directly from the 
Curchew app 

o Live tweeted important announcements  

RESULTS 
§ Listed as a “Trending source” on 
Trendspottr for target topics of HCE 
and NFC within first month 

§ On average, every LinkedIn post 
has received an interaction 

§ First 23 Tweets received 50 
interactions; an average of 2+ 
interactions per Tweet 

§ Within the first month, received 
25 Retweets of a single Tweet, one 
of which stated “best article I’ve 
seen on the subject” from an 
industry journalist 

§ Gained an average of 28 
followers/mo. vs. industry avg. of 10 
followers/mo. 
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